Beyond Nuclear Fact Sheet

Renewable Electricity Production & Nuclear Power: A
Climate-Saving Comparison
INTRODUCTION
To curb the threat of climate change, humanity must change the way it produces and
uses energy. Renewable energies including wind, solar, geothermal and certain forms of
biomass can completely replace both fossil fuel and nuclear power. According to a 2007
study, “a reliable U.S. electricity sector with zero-CO2 emissions can be achieved
without the use of nuclear power or fossil fuels.” 1
Low or no-carbon energy sources are competitive with nuclear power
• Worldwide, in both generating capacity and electrical output, low-or no-carbon
sources (excluding large hydropower) have surpassed nuclear sources and this
increase continues. In 2010, the International Atomic Energy Agency projects
that nuclear power will add only 1/177th of what these low- or no-carbon sources
will add. 2
• “Renewables have a very large potential on a global scale. Even under restrictive
solar power assumptions, the International Energy Agency’s World Energy
Outlook 2004 (pp. 229–232) foresees a potential of ~30,000 TWh/y [TerraWatt
hours per year] in 2030—roughly 2030 world demand.” 3
• “About 15 percent of total generation (not far short of the contribution of nuclear
electricity today) can come from wind and solar without serious cost or technical
difficulty with available technology…”. 4 [emphasis added]
• Despite huge federal subsidies, nuclear power only generates about 19 percent
of U.S. electricity at great cost. It only provides 6 percent of world total energy
use. 5
Renewable energy is fast, economical and less land intensive
• Between 1947 and 1999 $150 billion in subsidies were divided between nuclear
power and wind and solar. Nuclear power received over 95% of these subsidies-renewables (solar and wind) received the remainder. 6
• While renewable energy is now receiving more subsidies than historically, this
basic subsidy imbalance has not changed. Congress and President Bush
granted the nuclear power industry over $13 billion in subsidies and tax breaks
and $20.5 billion in federal loan guarantees. 7,8 The Obama Administration has
awarded 8.3 billion dollars for new reactors already as part of a promised total of
54.5 billion for new reactors in their 2011 fiscal year budget. 9
• Nuclear power is more land-use intensive than renewable energy, consuming at
least seven times the land required by wind for equal power generation. While
land given to nuclear power is almost entirely devoted to it, windmill land can be
used for farming, grazing, etc. The same is true for solar energy, “…relying on
PV [solar panels] would offer a landscape almost indistinguishable from the
landscape we know today” because most panels will be placed on structures
already existing such as parking lots and rooftops. 10
• Nuclear power currently costs about 14 cents per kilowatt hour (kWh) and could
increase to an average cost of 17 cents for new reactors.
• In the first year of commercial operation a new reactor could cost as much as 29
cents per kWh 11 while wind costs 4-6 12 cents and cogeneration (using waste
heat from energy production) costs about 1-2 cents 13 .
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Even solar photovoltaic is projected by the US Department of Energy to cost the
same or less than nuclear within five years’ time, attaining a cost between 5 and
10 cents per kWh. 14
Construction time 15 and cost 16 for most renewable energy production plants is
nominal compared to that of nuclear power reactors.
While cost differences should make renewable energies the obvious investment
choice, they also points to the perilous nature of making the wrong choice—
considering the immediacy and danger of climate change, society may very well
have one chance at a solution. Nuclear power is clearly not the choice.

Funding for nuclear power will deprive better options
• Despite nuclear energy lobbying claims that nuclear needs to remain part of the
energy mix to address climate change, in Europe, the nuclear industry is
advocating for defunding renewable energy, telling the government of Great
Britain that they must choose between renewables and nuclear. 17
• In addressing the climate crisis, we cannot afford to have all options remain on
the table because not only is nuclear power more expensive, it is the slowest
option to deploy and the most costly CO2 abatement option per dollar spent. 18
• Switching from current energy sources, including nuclear, to alternatives and
efficiency is absolutely necessary to address the climate crisis.
• Keeping nuclear power on taxpayer-subsidized life support means diverting
investment from cheaper choices of cogeneration, renewables and efficiency, to
the costlier nuclear choice. 19
• “For all these reasons, a portfolio of least-cost investments in efficient use and in
decentralized generation will beat nuclear power in cost and speed and size by a
large and rising margin. This isn’t hypothetical; it’s what today’s market is proving
decisively.” 20
Experts express concern about nuclear power
• Peter Darbee, Chairman and CEO of Pacific Gas & Electric, one of the nation’s
largest utilities, says: “I have concerns about the lack of consensus in California
around nuclear power and therefore…I’d rather push on energy efficiency and
renewables…” 21
• S. David Freeman, a former Tennessee Valley Authority chairman, is appalled
that the Authority is seriously considering going back to nuclear power- “the
federal agency still has more than 20 billion dollars in debt on its books due
largely to that previous nuclear push and Freeman worries ratepayers will be
facing billions of dollars more…” 22
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